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SYNOPSIS
UKI is conceived as a sequel to my scifi cyberpunk film I.K.U. which premiered at Sundance Film Festival in
2000. I.K.U. tells the story of IKU (orgasm in Japanese) coders, the replicants dispatched by the internet
porn enterprise GENOM Co., who are made into sex machines to collect human IKU data. These
programmed humanoids’ accumulated IKU data are ultimately downloaded by IKU runners (a la Blade
Runner) and made into color-coded IKU chips for mobile phone plug in and consumption. In post-net-crash
UKI, the data deprived IKU coders are dumped as pieces of electronic trash amidst the discarded electronic
parts and bytes in the e-trashville located somewhere in the Deep Continent. Inhabiting with the transmutants, the hackers, the coders, the migrants, the refugees and the native labourers, the defunct IKU
coders unpack their electro-body parts, attempt in rewriting the body codes to reboot themselves back to
existence. Trading sex for codes, codes sexing codes, the defunct IKU coders are ultimately infected with
body and software virus, emerging amidst the noise blast to declare themselves UKI the virus. Meanwhile,
GENOM Co. exits the Net, resurfaces as a BioTech enterprise, takes human body hostage to initiate BioNet,
a network made up of re-engineered red blood cells (erythrocytes) which are able to micro-compute and alter
human DNA composition. GENOM Co. sets out to conspire a profitable biotech engineering scheme :
reprogram human orgasm into auto-generated, self-sustained pleasure that bypasses the need for human
interaction, moreover working hand in hand with pharmaceutical industry to further harvest IKU data
transaction. UKI the virus, mutated and propagated, takes up the mission to infiltrate the occupied human
body, to sabotage GENOM’s BioNet organismo production and finally to reclaim her own lost IKU data.

DEVELOPMENT
UKI is Shu Lea Cheang’s 4th feature film following Fresh Kill (35mm, 80:00, 1994,) premiered at Berlinale Berlin Film Festival 1994
I.K.U. (Digi/35mm, 72:00, 2000) premiered at Sundance Film Festival 2000
FLUIDø (HD, 80:00, 2017) premiered at Berlinale Berlin Film Festival 2017
UKI was conceived in 2009 during an art residency in Hangar media Lab (Barcelona). The concept has been
realized in many forms, including live cinema performance, biosensor collective game during the years 2009
– 2016. In 2017, UKI received a DICREAM/CNC (France) funding for feature film development. In 2020,
UKI received a Guggenheim fellowship towards its production. The film in development has been realized
in part as art installation, live performance and net art (2018 – 2021). UKI is currently in production for its 3D
segments of E-trashville with Isabelle Arvers (Producer), Mathieu Marguerin (3D technical director) and
Roland Lauth (3D avatar design).
Some recent articles on UKI art projects:
Makery interview
https://www.makery.info/en/2021/05/31/english-virus-becoming-shu-lea-cheang-on-viral-love-biohack/
UKI virus Rising, a 3 channel installation, Gwangju Biennale (2018)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oEo5hAVK6G4
UKI Virus Rising performance, Shedhalle, Zurich
https://shedhalle.ch/shu-lea-cheang-uki-virus-rising-2/
Welcome to BioNet, an Up Projects (London) web art commission
https://upprojects.com/pages/welcome-to-bionet
http://u-k-i.co/welcometobionet/

UKI is a Scifi Viral Alt-Reality Cinema which engages UKI the virus as infiltrating agents to sabotage
a detrimental bio-scheme engineered by GENOM Co.

UKI’s multi-thread plots unfolded in Etrashville, blood cell vessels and an infected city propose a scifi
fable with defunct humanoids, trans-mutants and techno-data-body.
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